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We show that the conjugacy classes of continuous semigroups of V-endomorphisms
of B(H) that possess a pure, normal, absorbing state (i.e., standard E0 -semigroups)
are indexed by the orbits of the natural action of the group of local cocycles on the
set of intertwining semigoups of isometries. We use this to show that, in passing
from an arbitrary E0 -semigroup : to a cocycle perturbation in standard form, the
boundary representation is compressed to a hereditary subalgebra of the domain
D($:) of :.  2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
An E0 -semigroup of B(H) is a w*-continuous one-parameter semigroup
:=[:t : t0] of unit preserving V-endomorphisms of B(H). It is called
spatial, if it has a strongly continuous intertwining semigroup of isometries,
in which case the generator $: of : is spatially implemented (see the next
section for definitions). There are exotic examples of E0-semigroups that
have no intertwining semigroups of isometries [7]; they are called of type
III and they are rather poorly understood. At the other extreme, there is
a sequence of canonical examples of spatial E0 -semigroups constructed via
the second quantization from semigroups of isometries, using irreducible
representations of either the CARs or the CCRs. These have enough inter-
twining semigroups to be reconstructed from them. They are called
completely spatial (or of type In , n=1, 2, ..., ) and they are completely
classified up to cocycle conjugacy by a certain numerical index, the
Arveson index [2]. Finally, there are spatial E0 -semigroups that are not
completely spatial. There is, at the momemt, only one known example of
these for each value n=1, 2, ...,  of the index [8], and uncountably many
examples of index 0 [10]. They are referred to as type IIn semigroups.
In this paper we study E0 -semigroups that are in standard form, in the
sense that there exists a pure, normal state |, with the property that
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\(:t(A))  |(A) as t  , \\ # B(H)* and \A # B(H) (see [4] for a
study of such states (not necessarily pure) in the context of the CARCCR
flows). Every spatial E0-semigroup is cocycle conjugate to one in standard
form. We show that, within the cocycle conjugacy class of a given E0 -semi-
group, the standard E0 -semigroups are in a correspondence with the inter-
twining semigroups of isometries (Theorem 3.1), and that their conjugacy
classes are indexed by the orbits of the natural action of the group of local
cocycles on the set of intertwining semigroups of isometries (Theorem 4.1).
This action is often transitive (e.g., in the case of completely spatial
E0 -semigroups (cf. Corollary 4.2), in the case of B. Tsirelson’s type
II0 -examples (trivially), as well as in the case of the type IIn semigroups
that one obtains by tensoring the latter with type In semigroups). We
believe that this is always the case and that therefore two standard
E0 -semigroups that are cocycle conjugate are in fact conjugate.
Our main interest lies in R. T. Powers’ notion of the boundary represen-
tation of a spatial E0-semigroup (see next section; see also [5] for a
generalization to derivations arising from two-sided boundary conditions).
This is a V-representation of the domain D($:) of the generator of : on the
deficiency space of some intertwining semigroup of isometries. The
representation does not depend on the choice of the intertwining semigroup
[1], and it encodes a lot of information about the E0 -semigroup; in par-
ticular, the index appears as the multiplicity of the normal part of the
boundary representation [9]. One of the central problems in the subject
however, is that it is not known how the boundary representation behaves
under general cocycle perturbations. This is very important in the
classification scheme. We note that, by varying some parameters in the
construction of [8], one can obtain uncountably many examples of
(standard) E0 -semigroups of type IIn , for any n, with inequivalent bound-
ary representations. An answer to the above problem seems to give the
only hope of classifying these examples. In the last (and main) section we
show that if : is an E0 -semigroup and ; is any standard E0 -semigroup that
is cocycle conjugate to :, then there is a differentiable projection P such
that the boundary representation of ; is equivalent to the compression of
the boundary representation ?: of : on the corner of D($:) defined by P
(in particular the boundary representations of two cocycle conjugate,
standard E0 -semigroups are corners of each other). We also show that the
general question of invariance of the boundary representation reduces to
the question of whether ?: and its corner are equivalent. A natural equiv-
alence might be given by a partial isometry with initial space 1 and final
space P (cf. the remarks after Theorem 5.1). Such isometrics exist but one
needs one that is differentiable in order to implement the equivalence. This
remains the (perhaps considerable) difficulty in showing that the boundary
representation is invariant under cocycle conjugacy.
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2. PRELIMINARIES: PRODUCT SYSTEMS AND
THE BOUNDARY REPRESENTATION
Definition 2.1. An E0 -semigroup of B(H) is a family :=[:t : t0]
such that:
(i) :t is a unit preserving V-endomorphism of B(H).
(ii) :t+s=:t b :s and :0=idB(H) .
(iii) For each normal linear functional \ and each A # B(H), the
map t  \(:t(A)) is continuous.
(iv) :t(B(H)){B(H) for some (and hence for all) t>0.
Definition 2.2. Two E0 -semigroups :=[:t : t0] and ;=[;t : t0]
of B(H) and B(K) respectively are conjugate, if there is a V-isomorphism
,: B(H)  B(K) such that , b :t=;t b ,, \t0.
We say that an E0 -semigroup :$ of B(H) is a cocycle perturbation of :
if there is a strongly continuous family [Ut : t0] of unitary operators
such that Ut+s=Ut :t(Us) and :$t=AdUt b :t , \t0.
Two E0 -semigroups : and ; are cocycle conjugate if one is conjugate to
a cocycle perturbation of the other.
Cocycle perturbations can be thought of as a generalization of bounded
perturbations (i.e., perturbations of the generator of the E0 -semigroup by
a bounded derivation).
Given an E0 -semigroup : we denote by E:(t) (or Et where there is no
ambiguity) the intertwining space
E:(t)=[T # B(H) : :t(A) T=TA\A # B(H)].
Each E:(t) is naturally a Hilbert space and the family [E:(t) : t>0] is a
concrete product system (briefly, this means that the set E=[(T, t) :
T # E:(t), t>0] is a standard Borel space, the map p: E  (0, ),
p(T, t)=t, is measurable, there is a sequence of measurable sections
t  en(t) so that (en(t))n=1 is an orthonormal basis for E:(t) and the
product E:(t)_E:(s) % (T, S)  TS # E:(t+s) extends to an isomorphism
of Hilbert spaces E:(t)E:(s) $ E:(t+s), see [2]). The isomorphism
class of this product system is a complete cocycle conjugacy invariant.
Arveson has shown that the theory of product systems is equivalent to the
theory of E0 -semigroups. With each product system, he also associated a
numerical invariant, called the index, that is additive with respect to the
operation of tensor products.
Definition 2.3. An intertwining semigroup of isometries for an
E0 -semigroup : is a strongly continuous semigroup of isometries [St : t0]
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such that :t(A) St=StA, \A # B(H) (equivalently, a normalized,
measurable, multiplicative cross section of the product system of :).
There are E0 -semigroups with no intertwining semigroups of isometries
[7]. These are called of type III. An E0 -semigroup is called spatial if it
possesses an intertwining semigroup of isometries. It is called completely
spatial if the E0 -semigroup can be recovered from its intertwining
semigroup of isometries, viz. if the set
span[Si1(t1) } } } S ik(tk) : t1+ } } } tk=t, k1],
where the [S j (t)] are intertwining semigroup of isometries, is equal to
E:(t) for all t.
Completely spatial E0 -semigroups are completely classified by their
index [2]. There is a unique (up to cocycle conjugacy) completely spatial
E0 -semigroup of index n for n=1, 2, ..., . These are the E0 -semigroups of
type In . In [8], examples of spatial, not completely spatial E0 -semigroups
were constructed, of index n=1, 2, ..., . Those are the E0 -semigroups of
type IIn . Finally, B. Tsirelson recently gave a construction of uncountably
many isomorphism classes of product systems (and thus cocycle conjugacy
classes of E0 -semigroups) of index 0 (i.e., of type II0).
An approach, quite different from the one based on W. Arveson’s
product systems, to the theory of (spatial) E0 -semigroups, is based on
R. Powers’ notion of the boundary representation, which we briefly
describe below. Given an E0 -semigroup : and letting D($:)=[A # B(H) :
w*&limt  0+ (:t(A)&A)t exists] and $:(A)=w*&limt  0+ (:t(A)&A)t
for A # D($:), one sees that $: is a _-weakly closed, _-weakly densely
defined V-derivation. If S=[St : t0] is an intertwining semigroup of
isometries with generator &d defined by d!=limt  0+ (!&St !)t for
! # D(d ), the domain of d, then d is a closed, densely defined, skew-sym-
metric operator. For !, ’ # D(d*) the formula
(!, ’)
*
= 12(d*!, ’)+
1
2(!, d*’)
defines a positive semidefinite inner product on D(d*) whose null space is
D(d ). The quotient (D(d*)D(d), ( } , } )
*
) is thus a Hilbert space,
naturally identified with the deficiency space of S. Moreover, the inter-
twining property implies that D($:) leaves both D(d ) and D(d*) invariant
and that the map
?:, S : D($:)  B(D(d*)D(d ))
defined by ?:, S(A)[!]=[A!] (where [!] denotes the class of ! # D(d*)
in D(d*)D(d )), is a norm continuous V-representation of D($:). It is
called the boundary representation of :.
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In [1] it was shown that the boundary representation does not depend
on the intertwining semigroup of isometries S. It decomposes as the direct
sum ?normal ?singular of a normal and a singular subrepresentation. The
normal part is necessarily a multiple of the identity representation, i.e.,
?normal $n } idD($:) . In [9] it was shown that n is equal to the Arveson
index.
For type In E0 -semigroups one has that ?: $n } idD($:) . The examples
constructed in [8] have a normal part of multiplicity n=1, 2, ...,  and a
singular part. Finally the examples of type II0 of [10] necessarily have
purely singular boundary representations (though these have not been
computed).
3. THE STANDARD FORM
Definition 3.1 [8]. A state | is an absorbing state for the E0 -semi-
group : of B(H) if for every normal state \ of B(H) we have
\(:t(A))  |(A) as t   for all A # B(H). An E0 -semigroup of B(H) is
in standard form if it has a pure, normal, absorbing state.
An E0 -semigroup in standard form is necessarily spatial: if |!0 is the
absorbing vector state, then the formula St A!0=:t(A) !0 defines an inter-
twining semigroup of isometries. An absorbing state is automatically
invariant and it is in fact the unique invariant normal state of :. Moreover,
if : is in standard form, then it is ergodic, in the sense that if :t(A)=A for
all t, then A is a scalar (in fact one can show that : is a shift, i.e.,
t0 :t(B(H))=C, cf. [4]). The existence of a pure normal invariant
state together with ergodicity characterize the standard form:
Proposition 3.1. An E0 -semigroup of B(H) is in standard form if and
only if it is ergodic and has a pure normal invariant state.
Proof. We only sketch the argument, since it is essentially contained in
[8, Theorem 2.13]. If : has an absorbing state | and if A is an operator
such that :t(A)=A for all t, then for any normal state \ of B(H) we have
\(A)=\(:t(A))  |(A) as t  . This means that \(A)=|(A) for every
normal state \ and thus A is a scalar.
If : is ergodic and |!0 is a pure normal invariant state, then we let P0
be the projection onto the subspace generated by !0 . Defining an intertwining
semigroup of isometries by St A!0=:t(A) !0 we obtain
|!0(:t(P0))=(:t(P0) !0 , !0)=(:t(P0) St !0 , !0)
=(St P0!0 , !0) =|!0(P0).
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So :t(P0)P0 , thus the limit P=limt   :t(P0) exists and :t(P)=P for
all t. Ergodicity implies that P=1. The proof that \(:t(A))  |!0(A) as
t   proceeds as in [8, Theorem 2.13]. K
In the next two propositions we collect a few observations, some well
known, concerning ergodicity and the existence of invariant vector states.
Proposition 3.2. Let : be an E0 -semigroup of B(H). The following are
equivalent:
(i) There is an invariant vector state |!0 .
(ii) There is a unit vector !0 that is a common eigenvector for the
operators T*, where T # Et , t>0.
(iii) There is an intertwining semigroup of isometries [St] with generator
&d such that ker d{[0].
Proof. (i) O (ii), (iii). The formula St A!0=:t(A) !0 defines an inter-
twining semigroup of isometries with !0 in the kernel of its generator. If
T # Et then T*!0=T*St !0=(St , T ) !0 .
(ii) O (i). Let (en(t))n=1 be an orthonormal basis for Et . Then, for
A # B(H) we have :t(A)=n=1 en(t) Aen(t)*. By assumption, there are
scalars *n such that en(t)* !0=*n !0 . We get
|!0(:t(A))= :

n=1
(en(t) Aen(t)* !0 , !0)
= :

n=1
(Aen(t)* !0 , en(t)* !0)= :

n=1
|*n |2 (A!0 , !0) .
Letting A=1 we obtain n=1 |*n |
2=1 and thus |!0(:t(A))=|!0(A).
(iii) O (i). If [St]t0 is an intertwining semigroup of isometries with
generator &d and if !0 # ker d is a unit vector, then St!0=!0 and thus,
for A # B(H), St A!0=:t(A) St !0=:t(A) !0 . It follows that |!0(:t(A))=
(:t(A) !0 , !0) =(StA!0 , !0)=(A!0 , !0) =|!0(A). K
Proposition 3.3. Let : be an E0 -semigroup of B(H) with generator $
and with an invariant vector state |!0 . Then the following are equivalent:
(i) : is ergodic, i.e., B(H): =def [A # B(H) : :t(A)=A, \t>0]=C1.
(ii) (t>0 Et)$=C1.
(iii) The linear span of the set t>0 Et!0 is dense in H.
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(iv) :t(P0)Z1 as t   where P0 is the projection onto the subspace
spanned by !0 .
(v) ker $ has no projections.
(vi) ker $=C1.
Proof. We remark that (i), (ii), (v), and (vi) are equivalent independ-
ently of the existence of the invariant vector state.
(i)  (ii) (see [3]). It is enough to show that :t(A)=A if and only
if TA=AT for all T # Et . If TA=AT, then, since TA=:t(A) T, we get
AT=:t(A) T. With (en(t)) an orthonormal basis for Et we obtain
A= :

n=1
Aen(t) en(t)*= :

n=1
:t(A) en(t) en(t)*=:t(A).
The converse is straightforward.
(ii) O (iii). Let P be the projection onto the closed linear span of
t>0 Et !0 . We will show that P commutes with Es for all s. Fix s and an
operator S # Es . Clearly S leaves the range of P invariant (since S } Et 
Et+s). We note that [Et !0], t>0, is an increasing family of subspaces of
H: if [St] is the intertwining semigroup of isometries defined as in
Proposition 3.2, then for r<t and R # Er we have that R!0=RSt&s!0 # Et .
Now, if s<t and T # Et it is easy to see that S*T # Et&s and therefore
S*T!0 belongs to the range of P. It follows that the range of P is invariant
under S* and thus P commutes with S.
(iii) O (iv). For T # Et we have :t(P0) T!0=TP0!0=T!0 . As in
Proposition 3.1, we have that :t(P0)P0 and the limit P=limt   :t(P0)
exists. It follows that PT!0=T!0 . As [T!0 : T # Et , t>0] is dense in H,
we get P=1.
(iv) O (i). Suppose that Q is a projection in B(H):. If |!0(Q)=0
then Q1&P0 and thus Q=:t(Q)1&:t(P0). As :t(P0)Z1 we get that
Q=0. If |!0(Q){0 then QP0 and therefore Q=:t(Q):t(P0) which
then implies that Q=1.
(i)  (v), (vi). Plainly, ker $=B(H):. K
In [8], R. T. Powers shows that every spatial E0 -semigroup is cocycle
conjugate to one in standard form. We show below how to obtain all the
standard E0-semigroups that are cocycle conjugate to a given E0 -semi-
group. We describe briefly a construction that appeared in [2] in a
different context. It was used there to show that a product system that has
a unit, is associated with an E0 -semigroup (a result proven for general
product systems in [3]).
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Let : be an E0 -semigroup of B(H) and S=[St : t0] an intertwining
semigroup of isometries. If Et is the Hilbert space of all operators intertwin-
ing :t with idB(H) then for 0<s<t one can define embeddings Ut, s : Es 
Et by Ut, sS=SSt&s , where S # Es . The maps Ut, s are isometries and
Ut, s Us, r=Ut, r . One thus obtains an inductive system of Hilbert spaces; we
denote by H the inductive limit. There are isometries Vt : Et  H with
the properties that Vt Ut, s=Vs for s<t, and  VtEt is dense in H . For
T # Et one defines ,(T ) # B(H) by ,(T ) VsS=Vt+sTS where S # Es . Then
, is an essential representation of the product system of : (cf. [2]) and
thus defines an E0-semigroup :S which is cocycle conjugate to :. Choosing
a measurable family [en(t)]n=1 of bases for the Et , t>0, we have
:St (A)= :

n=1
,(en(t)) A,(en(t))*, A # B(H).
Proposition 3.4. :S is in standard form.
Proof. Let !0=Vt St . Note that this definition is independent of t: if
s<t then VsSs=VtUt, sSs=Vt SsSt&s=VtSt . We show that !0 is an eigen-
vector for ,(T )*, where T # Et , t>0. For S # Es we have
(,(T )* !0 , Vs S) =(!0 , ,(T ) VsS)=(!0 , Vt+sTS)
=(Vt+sSt Ss , Vt+sTS)=(St , t)(VsSs , VsS)
=(St , T )(!0 , VsS).
It follows that ,(T )* !0=(St , T ) !0 and thus !0 is an eigenvector for
,(T )*. Moreover, note that
,(T ) !0=,(T ) Vs Ss=Vt+sTSs=Vt+sUt+s, t T=VtT.
Since t>0 VtEt is dense in H we obtain that t>0 ,(Et) !0 is also dense.
The result now follows from Propositions 3.1, 3.2(ii), 3.3(iii), and the fact
that ,(Et) is the intertwining space for :St . K
Next we show that all standard E0 -semigroups that are cocycle con-
jugate to : are of the form :S for some intertwining semigroup of
isometries S.
Theorem 3.1. Let : be an E0 -semigroup of B(H) and ; an E0 -semigroup
of B(K) that is in standard form and cocycle conjugate to :. Then there is
an intertwining semigroup of isometries S for :, such that ; is conjugate
to :S.
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Proof. There is a unitary :-cocycle [Ut]t0 B(H) such that if
#t(A)=Ut :t(A) U t* for A # B(H), then #=[#t : t0] is conjugate to ;. It
is trivial that # is in standard form. Let |’0 be the absorbing vector state
for # and define the intertwing semigroup of isometries [Vt] for # by
Vt A’0=#t(A) ’0 , A # B(H). It follows that the operators St=Ut Vt , t0
form an intertwining semigroup of isometries S for :. We will show that
# (and therefore ;) is conjugate to :S.
Let E:=[E:(t)], E#=[E#(t)] and E=[E(t)] be the product systems of
:, #, and :S, respectively, % the isomorphism between E# and E: defined
via the cocycle [Ut]t0 (i.e., %&1(T )=UtT, for T # E#(t)) and , the isomor-
phism between E: and E defined in the paragraph before Proposition 3.4.
Keeping the previous notation we define
U: H  H
by U(T’0)=,(%(T )) !0 where T # E#(t), t0. U is thus defined on the
dense subspace t>0 E#(t) ’0 of H. We show that U is well defined: if
T’0=S’0 with T # E#(t), S # E#(s) and s<t, then we have T=SVt&s .
Indeed, T’0=S’0=SVt&s’0 and T, SVt&s # E#(t). But ’0 is separating for
E#(t): if R # E#(t) and R’0=0 then &R&2 ’0=R*R’0=0 whence R=0. We
then have
,(%(T )) !0=,(%(SVt&s)) !0=,(%(S) %(Vt&s)) !0
=,(%(S) St&s) !0=,(%(S)) ,(St&s) !0
=,(%(S)) !0 .
Moreover U is clearly isometric and thus it extends to an isometry from
H=t>0 E#(t) ’0 onto H=t>0 ,(E:(t)) !0 . We finally show that
U#t(A) U*=:St (UAU*). We keep the notation of the previous proposi-
tion. If (en(t))n=1 is a basis for E:(t) then ( fn(t))

n=1=(%
&1(en(t)))n=1=
(Ut en(t))n=1 is a basis for E#(t). We note that for T # E#(t) we have
,(%(T )) U=UT. Indeed if S # E#(s)
,(%(T )) US’0=,(%(T )) ,(%(S)) !0
=,(%(TS)) !0
=UTS’0
,(%(T )) U=UT follows since the vectors of the form S’0 are dense in H.
We finally calculate
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:St (UAU*)= :

n=1
,(en(t)) UAU*,(en(t))*
= :

n=1
,(%( fn(t))) UAU*,(%( fn(t)))*
= :

n=1
Ufn(t) Afn(t) U*
=U#t(A) U*. K
4. CONJUGACY
Let : be an E0 -semigroup of B(H). Recall from [8] that a local
:-cocycle is a strongly continuous unitary :-cocycle [Ut] such that
Ut # :t(B(H))$. The set of all local cocycles with the obvious multiplication
becomes a group. It can be identified with the group of automorphisms of
the product system of : (cf. [2]): if [Ut] is a local cocycle then
%(T )=Ut T, T # E:(t) defines an automorphism of E: . And conversely, if %
is an automorphism of E: , then one can define a local cocycle by
Ut=n=1 %(en(t)) en(t) where [en(t)]

n=1 is a measurable choice of bases
for the intertwining spaces E:(t), t>0.
Suppose now that S and V are two intertwining semigroups of
isometries for :. We determine when :S and :V are conjugate.
Theorem 4.1. :S is conjugate to :V if and only if there is a local
:-cocycle [Ut] such that Vt=Ut St .
Proof. We keep the notation of Proposition 3.4: , is the representation
of E: on H that gives rise to :S, !0 is the unit vector that defines the
absorbing state and which also gives rise to the intertwining semigroup of
isometries ,(St). Moreover we denote by , K and ’0 the corresponding
elements in the construction of :V.
Suppose a local cocycle [Ut] exists, so that Vt=UtSt , \t>0. Then it is
an easy matter to show that the map U: H  K given by
U,(T ) !0=(UtT ) ’0 , T # E:(t)
is a well defined unitary such that U:St (A) U*=:
V
t (UAU*), for
A # B(H).
Conversely, if U: H  K is a unitary such that U:St (A) U*=
:Vt (UAU*), for A # B(H), then define %: E:  E: by (%(T ))=
U,(T ) U*, T # E:(t), t>0. It is plain that % is an isomorphism of E: and
thus there is a local cocycle [Ut] such that %(T )=UtT for T # E:(t). It is
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only left to show that Ut St=Vt . Note that the vector U!0 defines an
absorbing state for :V and hence, by the uniqueness of the absorbing state,
U!0=*’0 , * # T. It follows that the two vectors define the same intertwining
semigroup of isometries (cf. Proposition 3.1). But the intertwining semi-
group of isometries defined by U!0 is U,(St) U*=(%(St)) while that
defined by ’0 is (Vt). This concludes the proof. K
There is a natural action of the group of local cocycles on the set of
intertwining semigroups of isometries, given by multiplication. If ; and #
are two standard E0 -semigroups that are cocycle conjugate to a given
E0 -semigroup : then by Theorem 3.1 there are intertwining semigroups of
isometries S and V such that ; is conjugate to :S and # is conjugate to
:V. Theorem 4.1 then implies that ; and # are conjugate if and only if S
and V belong to the same orbit of the action of the local cocycles. We thus
obtain the following:
Corollary 4.1. The number of (conjugacy classes of ) standard
E0 -semigroups within the cocycle conjugacy class of a given E0 -semigroup :,
is equal to the number of orbits of the natural action of the group of local
:-cocycles on the set of intertwining semigroups of isometries.
Using this we obtain a simple proof of the following (cf. [8]):
Corollary 4.2. Two standard, completely spatial E0-semigroups that
are cocycle conjugate are in fact conjugate.
Proof. It is enough to show that in this case the action of the group of
local cocycles is transitive. This is easily done, since the group of local
cocycles has been computed (as the group of automorphisms of a divisible
product system, see [2; 8, Sect. 5]). We indicate however an elementary
proof that does not require the calculation of the group. Given a com-
pletely spatial E0 -semigroup : and two intertwining semigroups of
isometries S0 and V0 , it is well known (see, for example, [6]) that there
are intertwining semigroups of isometries S1 , S2 , ..., Sn and V1 , V2 , ..., Vn
(n being the index), such that
S i*(t) S j (t)=e$ij t1
V i*(t) Vj (t)=e$ij t1
and
Et=span[Si1(t1) S i2(t2) } } } Sik(tk) : k1, t1+t2+ } } } +tk=t, 0i jn]
=span[Vi1(t1) Vi2(t2) } } } Vik(tk) : k1, t1+t2+ } } } +tk=t, 0ijn].
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It is then straightforward that the map %(Si (t))=Vi (t) extends to an
isomorphism of the product system of : and thus defines a local cocycle
that maps S0 to V0 . K
It is possible that the group of local cocycles always acts transitively.
Recently, B. Tsirelson constructed uncountably many cocycle conjugacy
classes of E0-semigroups of type II0 (i.e., E0 -semigroups that have a unique
(up to multiplication by ei*t) intertwining semigroup of isometries [10].
They are spatial, not completely spatial and of index 0. One can obtain
examples of spatial, not completely spatial E0-semigroups of any index n
by tensoring the type II0 semigroups with a completely spatial E0 -semi-
group of index n. However, it is not clear whether the uncountably many
examples that one obtains this way are not cocycle conjugate. It is however
clear that the group of local cocycles acts transitively and therefore that
these examples are classified by the (unique) conjugacy class of their
standard form, in particular by the boundary representation of their
standard form. Though it is possible to obtain a concrete description of the
action of these semigroups, the computation of the boundary representation
is a non trivial matter. We now turn to the relationship between the
boundary representation of an E0 -semigroup and the boundary representa-
tions of its standard forms.
5. THE BOUNDARY REPRESENTATION
We note that if : and ; are two conjugate, spatial E0 -semigroups of
B(H) and B(K) respectively, then their boundary representations are
related in the following way: if ,=AdU: B(H)  B(K) is a V-isomorphism
such that , b :t=;t b ,, \t>0 and if S=[St] is an intertwining semigroup
of isometries for :, then ,(S)=[,(St)] is an intertwining semigroup of
isometries for ;. Moreover, AdU restricts to a V-isomorphism from D($:)
onto D($;) and U implements a unitary operator U between the deficiency
spaces of S and ,(S). We then have that ?;, ,(S)(UAU*)=U ?:, S(A) U *
for A # D($:). Recall also that the equivalence class of the boundary
representation does not depend on the choice of the intertwining semigroup
of isometries (so we can write ?: rather than ?:, S , and so on). We will
refer (rather vaguely) to this relationship between ?: and ?; as equivalence.
Theorem 5.1. Let : be a spatial E0 -semigroup of B(H) with boundary
representation ?: : D($:)  B(K), where K is the deficiency space of some
intertwining semigroup of isometries, and let ; be a standard E0 -semigroup
that is cocycle conjugate to :. Then there is a projection P # D($:) such that
?; is equivalent to the representation PAP  P?:(A) P of PD($:) P on PK.
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Proof. By Theorem 3.1, there is an intertwining semigroup of isometries
S for : such that ; is conjugate to :S. Following [8, Theorem 2.13], we
choose a unit vector in D(d ), &d being the generator of S, and we define
the bounded, skew-symmetric operator H by H!=(!, !0) d!0&
(!, d!0)!0+(d!0 , !0)!. It then follows that $( } )=$:( } )+[H, } ] is the
generator of an E0 -semigroup #, which is a cocycle perturbation of : by a
norm continuous :-cocycle U=[Ut]. Moreover the operators Vt=UtSt
form an intertwining semigroup of isometries V for # with generator &d1
=&(d&H ) and thus, such that !0 # ker d1 . It follows that |!0 is a
#-invariant state. Now, as in Proposition 3.1, if P0 is the rank one projec-
tion on the subspace generated by !0 , we get that P :=limt   #t(P0) is a
#-invariant projection. We can define an E0 -semigroup #P of B(PH)$
PB(H) P by
#Pt (PAP)=P#t(A) P, A # B(H).
#P is in standard form, with |!0 (restricted on B(PH)) as its absorbing
sate. The proof of the theorem will be deduced from the following claims:
Claim 1. #P is conjugate to #V.
Rather than considering #P, we consider a conjugate E0 -semigroup #$
acting on B(H) and defined as follows: Let U: H  H be a partial
isometry with initial space H and final space PH. Such an isometry exists
because P is an infinite projection, and one can choose U so that U!0=!0 .
Then it is easy to check that the family [U*#t(U ) : t0] is a #-cocycle. We
let #$t(A)=U*#t(U ) #t(A) #t(U )* U=U*#t(UAU*) U and we note that the
unitary operator U: H  PH gives the conjugacy between #$ and #P. Of
course #$ is in standard form and by the choice of U, |!0 is its absorbing
state.
We show that #$ and #V are conjugate. We adopt the notation in the
construction preceding Proposition 3.4 for #V: #V will act on B(H),
Rt : E#(t)  H will denote the inductive limit inclusions and , will be the
representation of E# on H that gives rise to #V. For any subset K of H
we will denote by [K] the orthogonal projection onto the subspace spanned
by K.
We first claim that [t>0 E#(t) !0]=P. Indeed, for T # E#(t), we have
#t(P0) T!0=TP0!0=T!0 and thus [E#(t) !0]#t(P0). Moreover, if Q=
[t>0 E#(t) !0], then
(i) 0{QP
(ii) #t(Q)=Q, \t.
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The first property follows from the fact that #t(P0)ZP and the previous
sentence. The second follows from the fact that Q is invariant under the
operators T and T*, where T # E#(t), t>0 (cf. the proof of Proposition 2.3,
(ii) O (iii)). But then we have
#$t(U*QU )=U*#t(UU*QUU*) U
=U*#t(PQP) U
=U*#t(Q) U
=U*QU.
Since #$ is standard and therefore ergodic, we obtain that U*QU=1
whence Q=P.
Noting that E#$(t)=U*#t(U ) E#(t)=U*E#(t) U (since [U*#t(U )] is the
cocycle that conjugates # to #$), we define V: H  H by
V(U*T!0)=RtT, T # E#(t).
V is thus defined on the set t>0 U*E#(t) !0 , which is a vector space
(U*T!0+U*S!0=U*(TVs&t+S) !0 for T # E#(t), S # E#(s) and t<s),
and is obviously linear. V is well defined: If U*T!0=U*S!0 for T # E#(t),
S # E#(s) and t<s, then T!0=S!0 (since both T!0 and S!0 are in the range
of P. But then TVs&t!0=S!0 and, !0 being separating for E#(s) (see the
proof of Theorem 3.1), we get that TVs&t=S and thus Rt T=RsTVs&t=
RsS.
V is isometric: With T and S as before we have
(RtT, Rs S)=(RsTVs&t , RsS) =(TVs&t , S).
On the other hand
(U*T!0 , U*S!0)=(T!0 , S!0) =(TVs&t!0 , S!0)
=|!0(S*TVs&t)=(TVs&t , S)
the last equality following from the fact that S*TVs&t is the scalar operator
(TVs&t , S)1.
Since [t>0 U*E#(t) !0]=U*[t>0 E#(t) !0]=U*P=1, V extends to
an isometry from H onto H . To finish the proof of the first claim we
show that
V#$t(A) V*=#Vt (VAV*), A # B(H).
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Choosing a measurable family (en(t))n=1 of orthonormal bases for the
spaces E#(t) we obtain, for A # B(H),
V#$t(A) V*=VU*#t(UAU*) UV*
= :

n=1
VU*en(t) UAU*en(t)* UV*.
On the other hand #Vt (VAV*)=

n=1 ,(en(t)) VAV*,(en(t))*. So it is
enough to show that VU*en(t) U=,(en(t)) V. We calculate on vectors of
the form U*S!0 , S # E#(s), s>0,
,(en(t)) V(U*S!0)=,(en(t)) RsS=Rt+s en(t) S
while
VU*en(t) U(U*S!0)=VU*en(t) S!0=Rt+sen(t) S.
This completes the proof of Claim 1.
Claim 2. #V is conjugate to :S.
The proof of this is very similar to that of Theorem 4.1 and it is safe to
ommit it. In fact, one can adapt the proof of Theorem 4.1 to prove the
following statement: If : is an E0-semigroup with an intertwining semi-
group of isometries S, if ; is a cocycle perturbation of : by the unitary
cocycle U and if V=US then (V is an intertwining semigroup of
isometrics for ; and) :S and ;V are conjugate.
Returning to the proof of the theorem, we see that from Claims 1 and 2
it follows that ; is conjugate to #P so its boundary representation is equiv-
alent to that of #P. Moreover, it is straightforward that the boundary
representation of #P is a corner of the boundary representation of #, i.e., we
have D($#P)=PD($#) P and ?#P(PAP)=P?#(A) P for A # D($#). The proof
is now completed with the observation that, # being a cocycle perturbation
of : by a norm continuous cocycle (i.e., a bounded perturbation) their
boundary representations are identical. K
One of the pressing problems in the theory of E0 -semigroups of B(H)
is that of the invariance of the boundary representation under cocycle
conjugacy, i.e., given two cocycle conjugate E0 -semigroups : and ; the
question is: How are D($:) and D($;) on one hand and ?: and ?; on the
other related? The results in this paper reduce the problem to the following
more concrete situation: Suppose : is an E0 -semigroup of B(H) with a
pure, normal, invariant state |!0 and let ;=:
P be the compression of : on
B(PH) where, as usual, P=limt   :t([!0]). Then we believe that ?: and
?; are in fact equivalent. This would be enough to show the invariance of
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the boundary rerpesentation in the general case. A natural isomorphism
between D($:) and D($;)=PD($:) P should be given by a partial isometry
u such that u*u=1 and uu*=P. Though such partial isometries abound
one needs to choose u differentiable. At the moment we do not know
whether this is possible.
In [8] R. T. Powers constructed (the boundary representations of) type
IIn E0 -semigroups for each value of the index n=1, 2, ..., . By varying
some parameters in his construction one can obtain, for each value of the
index, uncountably many standard E0 -semigroups with inequivalent
boundary representations. To classify these examples one would only need
to prove the seemingly simpler statement that two standard E0 -semigroups
that are cocycle conjugate have equivalent boundary representations. At
this point we can only deduce from Theorem 5.1 the following:
Corollary 5.1. If : and ; are two standard E0 -semigroups that are
cocycle conjugate, then their boundary representations are equivalent to
corners of each other (in the sense described in Theorem 5.1).
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